
Widely recognised as an expert in branding, social media, communication strategy and

leadership,  Kirryn has worked for over 20 years with corporate and public sector clients, and

thousands of business leaders and entrepreneurs. A believer in lifelong learning, Kirryn holds a

Bachelor of Commerce, a Masters of Management and is a Graduate of the Australian

Institute of Company Directors. In 2017 she was awarded the Kerrie Nairn Scholarship for an

emerging speaker by Professional Speakers Australia and has served on their National Board.

Kirryn would love to help you create The Stand Out Effect in your industry, or to create a Stand

Out experience for your next live or virtual event.

KIRRYN 
 ZERNA

Keynote Speaker, Facilitator, Host, and author of The Stand Out Effect. 

Kirryn’s inspiring and practical presentations draw on 20 years of experience

working with clients like Westpac, Australian Radio Network, Aussie Home

Loans & more, She is proud to inspire thousands of brands to find their 

 Stand Out Effect because a greater profile, means greater prospects and 

even greater possibilities

"Incredibly professional,

& fantastically warm.

Kept our audience

engaged the 

whole time

MAKING YOU THE STAND OUT

 IN YOUR INDUSTRY

Book kirryn zerna

BOOK KIRRYN AS A KEYNOTE SPEAKER FOR YOUR NEXT CONFERENCE, FOR

MORE INDEPTH WORKSHOP, OR AS A HOST FOR NEXT EVENT.

Every time I have worked with Kirryn she has exceeded all expectations.

CEOr

Fundraising Institute 

Australia

SENIOR MARKETING OFFICER, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, NSW



The latest trends to stand out and get noticed online right now

The 3 elements of The Stand Out Effect to unlock your online

influence

A practical blueprint for boosting your online visibility that can

be immediately applyied.

SESSION OVERVIEW

Draw on the lessons from global and local brands in this fast-paced, 

fun and practical keynote. Where you’ll be equipped with key

elements to help you stand out, with tools you can immediately apply.

In this practical and research-rich session, audiences will discover:  

This is an ideal stand-alone conference keynote 

or an extended half-day or full-day program. 

THE 
STAND OUT EFFECT 

With focus shifting online in these uncertain times, the brands that

will GET KNOWN and GROW will have a sharp, consistent and

compelling brand presence on digital channels. 

So, how do you do it? (Especially when you’re short on time, not sure

where to start or how to measure the success of your efforts.) 

Kirryn gave us an

essential framework

in the ever-changing

social media space

HOW TO STAND OUT ONLINE

National

Sales Manager

ARN (Australian 

Radio 

Network)



Learn from local and global case studies of thriving brands using

affinity to thrive in this post covid world.

Self leadership - Tooling up the natural born communicators

and how to build persuasive leadership brands

Communication & Connections - What are the 3 essential

communication rhythms every leader should implement to

create affinity and connect with their team

SESSION OVERVIEW
In this practical and empowering keynote presentation, audience 

members will discover:

This keynote can also be delivered as an interactive half-day

program or ongoing consulting programs. 

THE ART OF
AFFINITY

When you team better, you get better results. After two years of virtual

interaction, employees are longing for greater social connection and a

strong workplace culture that supports the new way of working. 

There is an essential need right now to tool up leaders to improve

employee connection, retain key talent and preserve cultural osmosis

in person and online.

Impressed with her

style, passion & the

conversation 

that followed.

 

LEAD & TEAM IN POST COVID CULTURE

Yarra Trams 

OH&S Manager



Do your customers want same thing as they always did? Are

they more or less loyal?

The rise and rise of Gen Z and the sustainable, ethical

consumer

The return to winning customer service and communication –

how to keep loyal customers even in the midst of disruption,

and who does it best. 

A practical roadmap for winning the post covid consumer

SESSION OVERVIEW
Draw on the lessons from global and local brands in this fast-paced, 

fun and practical keynote. 

In this session, audiences will explore the post-covid consumer: 

This is an ideal stand-alone conference keynote 

or an extended half-day or full-day program. 

BEYOND THE MASK

Has the global pandemic brought boom or bust times? A little

of column A, a little of Column B. For many retail businesses

with the shift to online, they have been grappling with growth

while shuffling with the shifts of consumer behaviours like

never before; trying to balance exceptional customer

engagement, complex systems and delivery mechanisms

stretched to capacity.

So, what will life be like beyond the mask for retail? How will

businesses win the post covid-consumer? 

Kirryn was fantastic 

to work with &

generated a lot of

discussion about how

to do things

differently

WINNING THE POST COVID CONSUMER

National

L&D Manager

Aussie

Home  Loans



Kirryn is a skilled facilitator and can customise

presentations and integrate facilitation to achieve your

personal business outcomes.

"Thoroughly enjoyed your facilitation style & the practical

outcomes we took away from this."

Head of Team Listening, Woolworths

Kirryn Zerna would be delighted to work with you as the

host (in-person or online) for your next event.

She will keep the audience engaged, inspired to action,

and entertained the whole time. And make every

moment in the pre, during and after the event calm,

creative and collaborative!

"She is both incredibly professional and fantastically

warm at the same time, making our delivery so much

easier. Our conference attendees rated her hosting as

top-notch."

CEO Fundraisting Institute Australia

Facilitation
and Hosting Events

Facilitation

Host (in Person or Virtual)


